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L O C K  D O W N  A R T

Penny Lamnek
As most of you know, I had 

chemotherapy from April to 
September.  Right after that I got 
very sick (not Covid) and am still 
recovering from that.  What has helped 
keep me sane and maintain a positive 
attitude has been my painting.  After 
breast cancer 4 years ago, my painting 
fell apart badly and my skill level did 
not recover for about 2 years.  I was 
very afraid of that happening again.  I 
know, right!  I hear cancer and feared 
for my painting!

I invested in Karin Huehold’s 
lessons on her website.   It was perfect 
for me.  I could work at it when I was 
up to it.  I just did what she told me 
to - perfect for chemo brain. My skill 
level is such that it did not tax me too 

much but every time you put brush 
to paper, you learn something. Karin 
does her experiments on 2"x3" paper 
so they are quick without any stress.  I 
must have a couple of hundred little 
paintings from this and her previous 2 
workshops I took.  Karin has a quirky 
sense of humour and upbeat persona 
that I quite enjoy.  Some of the lessons 
particularly appealed to me so I would 
work on them on larger paper and just 
had fun with them.  

what have we been up to...
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She recently offered 4 zoom style 
workshops that I also joined.  I love 
her watercolour, ink and design work 
and hope mine will develop into more 
interesting pieces.

I recently started my own work, 
hopefully will make the cut for our 
100th anniversary show, and feel the 
colour is somewhat more interesting.  
Hopefully, something is evolving.

 

Stanza Widen

When I lived in Stewart BC, if the 
temperatures were mild we would 
get a snowstorm blowing in from the 
Pacific. The residents of this beautiful 
town explained to me that the huge 
saucer-size snowflakes were known 
as “Rabbit Skins”.  Since moving 
inland, the snowfalls have been very 

disappointing; I miss the thick, white 
blankets of pristine snow and the 
lovely friends I left behind.

“Higher and Higher” was inspired 
by a NASA capture of a faraway 
galaxy which was an explosion of 

light and colour. 
To highlight 
the spiralling 
colour storm, 
I used metallic 
acrylic inks. The 
butterflies are 
inspired by these 
Moody Blues 
lyrics:
“Blasting,billowing, 
bursting forth
With the power of 
ten billion butterfly 
sneezes.”

I hope my 
viewers will enjoy 

this artwork, we need light and colour 
in this Covid lockdown.

NASA produced several 
photographs when the red giant, 
Betelgeuse, seemed to be going 
supernova, but Orion’s shoulder seems 
to be resting again.  I find this very 
exciting; it is 642.5 light years away 
and this is a fun piece. Having fireflies 
in the trees and grass was a wishful 
whimsy because I’ve not seen them 
since I was a child. 

Rhea Jansen
My son Chris is a pianist and my 
favourite pieces that he plays are the 
Chopin Nocturnes. This painting is an 
interpretation of one of the nocturnes. 
I am trying to represent the feelings 
that are evoked by that beautiful music.

left - Chopin Nocturne               Busybodies

I used a photo from the internet as a 
reference. The honeycomb cells made 
me think of coronavirus cells but of 
course they are very different. It’s good 
to keep busy and be productive.

Blowing Rabbit Skins 16"x20" acrylic

Higher and Higher 16"x20" mixed media

Starburst of Fireflies 16"x20" acrylic
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Janice Galarneau
Visual Artist Jani Galarneau of 

Inspirations by Jani and Metal 
Artist Maggie Slater of Industrial 
Growth  teamed up during the 
very beginning of Covid. These 
artists had talked before the 
change of times about doing a 
collaboration together.  Covid 
provided the time and motivation.  
So far these artist have created a 
Steampunk Octopus, Peacocks, sets 
of Bee’s,  special commission Fall Disc 
and Hippos. 

They design their subjects 
together, Maggie cuts,welds, 
and bends the pieces, Jani 
paints and resins. These 
collaborations have helped 
both artists motivate each 
other and stretch their 
creative muscles. Expect to 
see new works in 2021.

Jenny Rodrigue
My water colour/

ink version of snowy 
spruces, 7"x10".  The 
inspiration came 
from a picture I 
took while travelling 
on the Coquihalla 
Highway between 
Merritt and Hope, 
BC in 2018.  We 
had travelled that 
highway at least 
three times that year 
visiting relatives.  The 
memories are very precious.

This is my first water colour/ink piece. I’m experimenting and 
enjoying the experience.
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Jan Fraser 
This painting has a lot of texture 

and springs from childhood summer 
memories on the farm where I could 
see far away. 

I have also done many smaller 
acrylic minis of trees during 
lockdown, as well as watercolours. 

Karen McFarlane
I have been working on a series of 

Mexican beach pictures, based on my 
trip to Guayabitos in January of 2020 
just before the announcement of the 
pandemic. Working on these pictures 
helped me to think about sunnier 
times. Although I did ask for and got 
some feedback from the Ottewelle 
Neighbours Art Club via email, I sorely 
missed the person-to-person feedback 
that regular meetings provide.

My main frustration with these 
pictures is that I can no longer get the 
Sennelier 360 g pastel card paper that 
I like to use unless I special order it 
at a ridiculous price. The paper that I 
used for these pictures does not allow 
for the type of blending I like to do, so 
I’m trying to work with layers of colors 
instead of blended colors.

 

Barb Stachow 
I have been working on my skills 

with online watercolor classes since 
covid shut our world down in 2020. 
Covid19 has kept me inside my home 
and online classes have been taking up 
my afternoons. Instead of being bored 
and alone, I have been working with 
a friend over the internet. I use my 
iPad to capture images on my desktop 
and share my learning with her almost 
daily, (whatever did we do without 
computers and messenger?) she on her 
computer and I on mine. 

This work is a reminder of days past

L O C K  D O W N  A R T

Los Ayola Beach Sunset, 8"X10" pastel

Mexican Beach Scene, 8"X8" pastel

Wait For Me, 8"X10" pastel

Yoga on the Beach, 8"X10" pastel

Prairie Feeling, 
acrylic with soft modelling paste, 

12"x12"

Lone Ranger, watercolour
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Rob Guetre
It’s been a hard year for those 

whose jobs have been affected by the 
shutting down of many businesses. 
I was fortunate in that way and my 
coworkers and I were considered 
essential by my employer. However, 
my workload doubled and I found I 
had even less free time. I struggled to 
keep up with my art, and I missed my 
time in the studio.

Recently however, and with the 
reopening of schools (I work at a 
private school) my time has been 
freed up and I am able to get back into 

painting. “Guitar Player” is something 
that I started a couple of years ago 
and gave up on. I found some time to 
challenge myself to finish it.

when my husband and I visited the 
USA almost every year. The pattern 
came from Willie  Wong who 
graciously let me use it. It calls out 
to the mountains and landscapes of 
Arizona, a forever happy place with 
fond memories. 

Marge Somkuti
Due to Covid’s restrictions, 

(meaning I have to keep busy at 
home) after many years of working 
in watercolor and ink, I decided to 
dust off my fishing tackle box that 
carried my oil paints. I had dabbled 
in oils many, many years ago. After 
using a wrench to open up the lids, to 
my joyful surprise I find that most of 
the tubes still have paint that can be 
squeezed out of the tubes! Anyway, 
with a palette knife, walnut oil, turp 
and pigment I happily covered a blank 
canvas or two or three. Here is an 
example of my efforts to tame the oil-
paint-wild-beast.

L O C K  D O W N  A R T

Barb Stachow (continued)

Cottage near Athabasca, oil, 20”x16”
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I received this lovely painting from 
Barb Stachow in the 2020 Christmas 
Gift Exchange organized by Karen 
McFarlane - big thanks to Karen for 
coming up with the idea, organizing us 
and doing so many of the pick-ups and 
drop-offs!

Eleanor organized a zoom meeting 
between participants - as she does 
so well! I was excited about giving a 
painting, receiving one, and by the 
meeting show and tell. So why, you 
might ask, did I miss it?

I FORGOT!!!!!
I was crushed when I realized I had 

missed it. As an extrovert I thrive on 
social interactions, and this was one 
I was so excited about. I also have 
suffered from depression for a large 

part of my life, and while my anti-
depressants are very effective, I find 
that without social connections, life 
becomes harder. Enter COVID and 
winter, and I struggle.

The mural project and the gift 
exchange have both helped me feel 
connected to others and I know 
my ongoing involvement  with the 
EAC will continue to sustain me. I 
hope others feel the joy I feel in the 
connections and support we share.

Very best wishes to all of you for 
Christmas and for 2021. 

Betty Dean

L O C K  D O W N  A R T

“Grizzly Mom & Baby” is part of 
my  Wildlife Moms & Babies series. 
Sissy Schneiderman, a photographer 
in Texas, allowed me to use one of 
her awesome photos from a trip to 
Alaska as reference. I love the bond 

that is evident between the two bears.  
(Oils on wrapped canvas)

“First Flight” is a scene to reflect 
the classic moment of a toddler’s first 
steps, and the anxious mom who is 
nearby to help and celebrate.  It came 

about as part of my Wildlife Moms 
& Babies series, even though some 
people may argue that fairies are 
not actually wildlife. I had to create 
a fantasy forest for the scene, which 
was outside my comfort zone, and 
then I had to create human faces... 
really outside my comfort zone.  The 
“Black lives matter” movement was 
happening as I painted it, so I asked 
Navi Kaur for permission to use 
some of her photos for reference to 
reflect her skin colour from India; I 
felt that a traditional white fairy was 
neither desirable or appropriate. I 
tried to make the baby’s flight appear 
unbalanced, and to make the mom 
appear concerned about her baby’s 
safety. (Oils on birch panel)

Ted Widen

Betty Dean
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10441 123 St, Edmonton, Alberta T5N 1N8      P:   780.426.4649      E:   jake@jakesframing.com

Jake’s Framing offers superior custom picture framing including museum grade picture 
framing, specialized mat‑cutting, canvas painting stretching, dry‑mounting, and engraving.

“I strive to provide the best customer service in the industry at a fair price. 
Please give me a chance to frame your artwork and I promise you won’t be disappointed”

Jake Lewis    Owner of Jake’s Framing since 1993
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We’re grateful to the 
Alberta Foundation of the 
Arts for their continuing 
support.
As the primary arts resource 
and grant funding body in 
Alberta, the Alberta Foundation 

for the Arts helps to unleash the potential of every artist 
through funding, arts promotion, and capacity-building. 
We provide behind-the-scenes support to artists and arts 
organizations, giving them the power to inspire minds, 
encourage expression, foster creativity, and contribute to 
Alberta’s economy. From story time at local libraries to 
annual festivals on neighbourhood streets, the arts are 
active in your community. Albertans celebrate and support 
the arts as artists, volunteers, donors, and attendees at local 
arts events and activities. Experience, celebrate, and take 
pride in the arts—they’re all around you! 
Read more at affta.ab.ca/home.

Visual Arts Alberta – CARFAC is a Provincial Arts Service 
Organization funded provincially and municipally that 
provide a communications hub between members of the 
visual arts community and the general public. Visual Arts 
Alberta – CARFAC is the affiliate for the national arts 
organization Canadian Artists Representation/Le Front des 
artistes canadiens 
(CARFAC) in the province of Alberta.

CARFAC Alberta Office 
& Project Space:
3rd Fl., 10215-112 St., Edmonton, AB
Hours: Wednesday to Friday, 10–4pm and Saturday 12–4pm
t 780.421.1731  tf 1.866.421.1731
carfacalberta.com
general@carfacalberta.com

Thanks to Colours, DeltaArt and Drafting Supplies, The Paint Spot, and Strathcona Art Society for their on-going 
support in helping to distribute the EAC newsletters! 
And thanks to the following businesses who give generous discounts to EAC members!

Thank You!

10660 -105 St. NW, Edmonton  
10104 - 149 St. NW, Edmonton 
7359 - 104 St. NW, Edmonton

West Edmonton Mall
8882, 170th St NW, Edmonton11116 - 120 Street NW, Edmonton

10441 123 Street NW, Edmonton

10032 - 81 Ave NW, Edmonton

http://affta.ab.ca/home
http://www.carfacalberta.com
mailto:general%40carfacalberta.com?subject=
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Meeting Minutes from December 10, 2020
recorded by Eleanor MacAllister

EXECUTIVE PRESENT Sharon Bongers, Seraya Smit, 
Betty Dean, Eleanor MacAllIster
The meeting was called to order at 7:08 pm

INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS / NEW MEMBERS 
One guest attended the meeting – Meghana Gauthier.

FEBRUARY MINUTES Moved by Betty Dean and 
seconded by Marge Somkuti to accept November minutes as 
written.

TREASURER’S REPORT Presented by Betty Dean.
• ATB Meeting with two advocates regarding a grant, a 

decision will be made later.
• Treasurer’s Position. A committee will perform the duties 

of Treasurer:
– Connie and Rhea will work together on the 

bookkeeping tasks and to prepare year‑end financial 
reports. Sharon will provide assistance as required. 
Previous treasurers will advise as required.

– Connie and Donna have volunteered to work on 
grants.

– Barb will continue issuing receipts.

NEWSLETTER Contact Rob if you would like to submit 
any content for future newsletters. For the January issue, he 
would like members to provide pictures of their “lockdown 
art” with write ups of what is behind the art and their 
experiences. Deadline is around December 21.
Connie and Betty will work on advertising for newsletter. 

SERAYA’S REPORT
• Website is being updated frequently. Members should 
visit the section titled“What Updates Have I Missed” 
regularly. The website is getting more visitors, most 
in November are new. On average, two requests for a 
newsletter are received each week.
• Workshops and Open Studio are all postponed until 
sometime in the new year.
• 100th Anniversary in 2021. 

– All members have received their tiles, many have 
already posted theirs on Facebook. Tiles can be 
returned to Seraya as soon as they are done. Calls 
next week.

– Sizes allowed for the EAC exhibit at the Art Gallery of 
Alberta should be known soon. Paintings of various 
sizes will be hung to provide more interest to the 
exhibit. February 1 is the deadline for photo of the 

artwork, size, title, and biography. 
– The Commemorative Book will consist of each 

member’s AGA artwork, bio, member image, and 
reference to the member’s tiles in the Mural. Each 
member should submit a short bio (2 paragraphs, 2 
or 3 sentences per paragraph) and personal photo as 
soon as possible.

OTHER BUSINESS 
• Marge – submit volunteer hours immediately. Include 

hours in any EAC sanctioned event or activity (not for 
monthly meetings). 

• Connie – no new information on the ATB show.
• Connie – a virtual show of the artwork will be added to 

the Propaganda website to advertise the work. Curbside 
pickup will be available for pictures that are sold. 

• David – information on how to take a picture of artwork 
under glass.
1. Take the picture using the flash but take the picture 

obliquely so that the flash shines to the side (don’t 
take it directly dead to the picture). This will remove 
glare from any other lighting in the room.

2. Then use PhotoShop to remove the distortion in 
the photo. If people take their own pictures, he will 
remove the distortion.

• Karen – if pickup is needed for gift exchange, it will be 
done on Monday. Other drop‑offs should be made on 
Tuesday, with the meeting on Wednesday.

ATTENDANCE & CRITIQUE 
22 members were in attendance, no critiques were done.

ADJOURNED  Moved by Sharon Bongers, seconded by 
Marge Somkuti to adjourn at 8:26 pm.  
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Important Notice Regarding Liability and Insurance
As per EAC Policies:

a. As a condition of entering the show, participants agree that the EAC will not be held liable for damage, loss or theft 
of their artwork.
b. Participants shall be responsible for obtaining adequate insurance coverage for their art work.

Insurance purchased for EAC is liability only, and does not cover personal items or art work.

KEEP UP TO DATE!
Don’t forget to check out 
the Members section of our website 
for important updates about our 
2021 Initiatives:  The Mural Project, 
The Commemorative Book and 
the Art Gallery of Alberta Exhibit.
email serayasmit@hotmail.com

with any changes, suggestions, 

updates, or additions
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2020 Executive and Committee Phone List
Position Name Phone Number
President Sharon Bongers         780 487 8566
Vice  President Seraya Smit 780 953 8919
Treasurer Connie Clarke

Rhea Jansen
780 862 4038
780 242 6153

Recording  Secretary Eleanor MacAllister 780 886 3186
Past  President Rhea Jansen 780 242 6153
Critic  Organizer Ada Wong 780 434 3642
Scholarships Committee Renee Lippa

Mohanned Hirji
780 718 2672
780 430 7086

Newsletter Rob Guetre
Eleanor Macallister 

780 468 4009
780 886 3186

Critique writer Sharon Bongers 780 487 8566
Critique photographer vacant
Webmaster Seraya Smit 780 953 8919
Social  Convener Connie Clarke

vacant
780 862 4038

Publicity                    Jani Galarneau
vacant

780 994 9210

Historian Johanne Septou
vacant

780 437 2504

Grants Committee            Connie Clarke
Donna Chamberlain

780 862 4038
780 

Orange Hub Committee Seraya Smit
Betty Dean

780 953 8919
780 466 9152

Workshops Seraya Smit
Betty Dean

780 953 8919
780 466 9152

A NOTE TO MEMBERS REGARDING ADVERTISING IN YOUR NEWSLETTER...
In order to help cover the circulation costs for our newsletter, paid advertising relevant to any artistic activities is being sought 
from artist groups, suppliers, and individuals. Rates on a per insertion basis are indicated in the following page templates 
(pictured below). Please refer to these for sizes and shapes relative to the printed area of a newsletter page. 

$25
$25

$15
$15

full page half page horizontal... and vertical quarter page horizontal... and vertical

$50


